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Contents,
Part 1: Chemical identification
Chemical identification is the chemical name of a substance or its
common name marked clearly in Chinese and English respectively. The
name marked shall be visibly eye-catching, located at the top of the
label. The name marked shall be identical to the same listed in the SDS.
For mixture, the chemical names or common names of the main
hazardous ingredients of the chemical and the concentration or
concentration ranged there of shall marked. Ingredients which are part
of a business secret do not have to be marked, but the dangerous
nature thereof shall be listed.
Part 2: Pictogram
It is familiar with GHS label; only do not have “inhalation risk” and
“Ozone layer risk”.
Part 3: Signal word
Danger or Warning
Part 4: Hazard statement
Hazard statement gices a concise account of the hazard characteristics
of the chemical and is located below the signal word. Choose different
hazard statements for different types of hazardous chemicals.
Part 5: Precautionary statement
The precautionary statement is used to explain matters to which
attention must be paid during the operation of the disposal, handling,
storage and application of the chemical, and the simple but effective
precaution measures that should be taken when accidents occur; the
statement should be brief and to point. The precautionary statement
shall include content such as safety prevention measures, what to do in
case of an accident(eg. Leak, personal exposure or fire,etc.), safety
storage measures and disposal. See appendix C at the regulation
General Rule for Preparation_of Precautionary Label for Chemicals.
Part 6: Reference consulting guiding words
For guidance for chemical consumers refer to the SDS.
Part 7:Supplier identification
Name, address , postcode and phone number (s) etc. of the supplier
Part 8: Emergency phone number

Fill in the manufacture of the chemical or the 24 hour emergency phone
numbe(s) for chemical accidents which are entrusted by the
manufacture
On the precautionary of any imported chemical, there shall be at least
one 24-hour emergency phone number, which is located in china, for
chemical accidents.

Additional:
If chemical packages of 100ml or less, for the convenience of the
application of the label the elements of the precautionary label can be
simplified and shall contain only the chemical identification, pictogram,
signal word , hazard statement, emergency phone number, supplier’s
name and contact phone number, and reference consulting guiding
words.

